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Abstract

Web platforms, especially social media, are facing a new and ever-evolving cyber

threat operating at the information level. Their open nature allows a high veloc-

ity flow of rumours that emerge unexpectedly and spread quickly. While rumour

detection has attracted many theoretical and practice studies, the timing of the

detection is often neglected or not properly considered. Rumours often cause

irreversible damage worldwide before being successfully detected. To address

this, we approach early rumour detection from a streaming perspective. We

present a just-in-time rumour detection framework that is built on top of the

continuous scoring of rumour-related signals. To overcome the trade-off between

timeliness and the coefficient of detection, our model treats social graphs as a

data stream and computes the anomaly score of potential rumours at both the

element-level and subgraph-level. This multi-level approach not only captures

the propagation structure of rumours but also focuses on abnormal elements

that are responsible for bootstrapping or amplifying the rumours (the ‘explore

vs exploit’ effect). With extensive evaluations on our published benchmark,

our model identifies rumours earlier than the baselines while achieving an even

better detection coefficient.
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1. Introduction

While the Web has been a target for sophisticated cyberattacks at the hard-

ware and software levels, it is facing a new and ever-evolving cyber threat oper-

ating at the information level [1]. Moving toward globalisation, the social media

ecosystem is going through a transition phase that eases access to topical issues5

but tends to amplify rumours, consequently undermining the public’s trust in

the media. Rumours could arise from several levels of intentions, ranging from

‘honest’ journalists’ negligence to large-scale orchestrated campaigns. Assuming

malicious intent, the objectives could be financial, through the creation of arti-

ficially shocking content to maximise advertisement revenue (e.g., click bait), or10

political, by favouring a political party to influence votes. Developing techniques

to understand and mitigate the impact of rumours is, therefore, of tremendous

importance.

Since the open nature of social platforms allows a massive and continu-

ous flow of unverified information, rumours emerge unexpectedly and spread15

quickly. More than often, rumours make a severe impact worldwide before be-

ing detected [2, 3]. As a result, state-of-the-art surveys in the literature are

calling for early rumour detection [4, 5]. This paradigm has attracted a lot of

attention; in particular, there has been research on sequential models such as

recurrent neural networks and long short-term memory (LSTM) [6].20

However, there are still severe limitations that have not been solved com-

pletely [7]. First, the detection techniques assume a fixed structure of rumour

propagation. In particular, they are often based on a sequence of retweet cas-

cades from an original post [8]. However, rumours can come from different

sources and spread via the use of hashtags or suspicious links rather than just25

retweets [9]. Second, rumour propagation is not fully captured. Rumours are

often classified as a fixed set or sequence of social entities [10] rather than hav-

ing their structure revealed. Some works try to define a set of propagation

patterns beforehand [11, 12]. However, since rumours can propagate via ‘in-

nocent’ users, who accidentally spread rumourous posts or have their accounts30
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hacked, the propagation can be unexpected and may not follow a pre-defined

pattern [7, 13]. Third, the detection results are not fully ‘early’. For exam-

ple, the classification-based approaches often need a pre-processed sequence of

data to classify it as a rumour or not [6]. This supposition requires knowing

when to cut the sequence for detection. If cutting is done too late, the rumours35

may have already caused irreversible damages. Otherwise, there might not be

enough information for detection. This trade-off between the detection coeffi-

cient and the timeliness of detection is illustrated in Figure 1, where existing

methods are compared with our method (i.e., JUDO). The goal of this paper is

to go beyond this trade-off by achieving timely rumour detection with a decent40

detection coefficient. A more detailed empirical comparison will be presented

in Section 9.

Figure 1: Trade-off between detection coefficient and detection timeliness.

In this paper, we propose a just-in-time rumour detection (JUDO) frame-

work to overcome these limitations. The core idea of our framework is the com-

bination of monitoring and detection paradigms, where potential rumours are45

scored by their anomaly signals. However, we go beyond a simple thresholding

approach in several aspects. First, our approach is compatible with streaming

data. This allows timely detection, since rumours are constantly monitored

from their genesis. Second, our approach leverages the ‘explore vs exploit’ ef-

fect, where social entities are scored not only individually but also collectively.50

This reduces the false accusation of rumour-related entities (false alarms), since
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suspicious entities are cross-checked by their connections. Third, the structure

of rumour propagation is captured by a subgraph, a generic representation of

social networks themselves. This allows the detection of rumours that spread

not only via entities with high anomaly signals but also through normal entities.55

Designing such a framework has several challenges. First, the anomaly scor-

ing mechanism needs to be efficient with the arrival of new data while still

providing sufficient information to assess the anomalousness of data effectively.

Second, it needs to be compatible with different modalities of data such as

users, posts, links, and hashtags, which do not share the same semantic space.60

Third, streaming data is usually not stationary in practice, i.e., a data item that

is anomalous in the past might not be anomalous in the future. The scoring

model needs to be adaptive to changes in data distributions.

With the goal of overcoming these challenges, our paper makes the following

contributions along with its structure.65

• Just-in-time problem: Section 4 formulates just-in-time rumour detection

based on an anomaly scoring problem. Potential rumours can be moni-

tored constantly and detected just-in-time when they emerge to become

true rumours.

• First-order anomaly scoring: Section 5 develops an online algorithm for70

computing first-order anomaly signals. Going beyond the state of the art,

we do not need to store all or a sequence of historical data. Instead, we

develop a locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) based indexing structure that

computes the anomaly score as the collision probability in constant time.

• High-order anomaly scoring: Section 6 develops an algorithm to score75

and extract high-order rumour structure. The scoring reflects the trade-

off between the explore aspect (includes as many entities affected by the

rumour as possible) and the exploit aspect (favours propagation structure

with a significant number of anomalous entities).

• End-to-end process: Section 7 puts the first-order and high-order anomaly80
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signals together for an end-to-end anomaly scoring process. This process

scores and detects a list of subgraphs that emerge as rumours.

• Adaptive process: Section 8 extends the end-to-end process with the ability

to adapt to different conditions of streaming data such as concept drifts

and the data input rate. This makes our framework robust to rumours85

of new domains in social media as well as in-time even when rumours

propagate faster than before.

The remaining sections of the paper include the following: Section 2 discusses

related work and Section 3 motivates the need to capture rumour propagation

via anomaly signals such as inconsistency and abnormal values. Section 9 re-90

ports the empirical evaluations of our framework with real-world datasets, and

Section 10 summarises the paper.

2. Related work

Social data representation. A graph is a natural representation of social

platforms [14, 15, 16]. While a uni-modal social graph models the relationships95

of entities of the same type, a multi-modal social graph captures the relationships

of entities from different domains, such as a user and a post [17]. Existing stud-

ies on rumour detection in social platforms focus on the propagation patterns of

known events [10] or phenomena [4]. These settings are orthogonal to our work,

as we strive to detect rumours by capturing and cross-checking the collective sig-100

nals of emerging phenomena without any prior knowledge. Moreover, designing

an efficient detection framework for large-scale networks is challenging [18, 19];

however, this is unavoidable for real-time social platform applications.

Early rumour detection. Most rumour detection techniques [4, 20, 3] do not

fully support early detection, as they treat the problem as rumour classification105

for non-streaming data. Most related to our work is [5], which studies how

much the delay in detection can be minimised. However, the authors solve an

orthogonal problem, which computes the minimum number of posts required
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before an event is classified as a rumour. In our work, we fully support early

rumour detection by (i) progressively monitoring and scoring rumour-related110

elements in the streaming data and (ii) capturing the rumour structures as

maximal subgraphs. Recently, some techniques support (i) or (ii) but not both.

One is based on anomaly detection [9] but needs the whole graph data as input.

Another is based on pattern matching [11, 12], which requires a definition of

pattern beforehand and cannot detect rumours with new patterns.115

Streaming social signals. Research on monitoring social media data monitor

rumourous content by integrating signals from multiple sources. This is done

by associating each data entity with a rumour index, which reflects its current

state of being influenced by harmful information. Measuring falsehood is essen-

tially a problem of probability modelling, which compresses detective cues into120

a probability value, as studied in Bayesian statistics, frequentist statistics, and

machine learning [1, 21]. Several detective cues have been investigated [4, 8, 22]:

(1) Feature-based – quantifies writing styles, either manually defined by experts

or automatically learned by AI deep learning methods; (2) User-based – studies

how users engage with rumour posts and what roles users play in their creation125

and dissemination; (3) Propagation-based – models the cascade of rumours, e.g.,

using a tree-like structure rooted from the genesis post. However, existing tech-

niques require a specific data entity as input. Otherwise, tracking all of them

may result in isolated cues and few meaningful links.

Combining the best of these approaches, our work monitors social entities130

without storing their historical data. If they show anomaly signals for potential

rumours, they are aggregated into connected subgraphs as a whole to represent

the propagation structure of respective rumours.

3. Problem setting

This section introduces the correlation between rumours and anomaly signals135

in social media (Section 3.1). Then, we discuss a motivating example of how to

exploit anomaly signals for rumour detection in Section 3.2. Next, Section 3.3
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presents the relevant background that is necessary for understanding how to

compute anomaly signals in a streaming setting.

3.1. Rumour as anomaly signals140

Rumour is one of the anomalous phenomena in social platforms, and it often

spreads undetected at the time of posting [23]. Rumours are sets of anomaly

signals that are in relationships with each other (i.e., users, posts, links, hash-

tags) [9].

In this study, we focus on anomaly signals that support rumour detection.145

Many researchers study various anomaly signals by computing the statistical

scores of entities, such as posts and users [24]. However, statistical scores do

not preserve graph structures [25]. Instead, our model designs a statistical struc-

ture that preserves first-order and high-order anomaly signals. This is because

rumours are often propagated in a channelled manner, in which the entities150

related to a rumour are anomalous [2]. Existing statistical scoring methods

are often applied to a single modality, while our proposed model is applicable

for multiple modalities including users, posts, links, likes, hashtags, and their

interactions.

3.2. Anomaly signals for rumour detection155

We approach the rumour detection problem using first-order and high-order

inconsistency signals. Figure 2 illustrates a generic social graph with four types

of entities: users, posts, links, and hashtags. Each entity is associated with a

vector of features. An edge between two entities represents a relation, such as a

post containing a link. Specifically, in our model, each relation is also associated160

with a vector of features such as the time difference of appearance between two

entities.

First-order signals. Anomaly signals for rumours are often disclosed in in-

consistencies between entities and relations. For instance, in Figure 2, we can

see that User 2 has an abnormal registration age and an abnormal number of165
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Figure 2: Rumour detection from anomaly signals.

followers compared to others. Other highlighted entities and relations also have

abnormal features.

High-order signals. However, these first-order signals are inadequate and

unreliable. For example, a hype from a user’s post also increases the num-

ber of followers. To achieve a higher confidence, we use high-order signals to170

incorporate first-order signals with their spatial relation to confirm the more

compact and global anomalies. In other word, rumours in the social platform

are expected to occur at a structural level rather than an entity level. Going

beyond traditional entity settings, our approach further includes the relations

in anomaly signals. Taking Figure 2 for instance, the difference between the175

posting time of Link 2 and the genesis time of the post is abnormally large,

indicating that the posting user uses false evidence.

Although this example uses entity names and feature names quite similar to

Twitter, our framework is generic for other platforms [26] due to the common

graph representation (Section 4). Based on this representation, we compute the180

first-order anomaly signals of all incoming data elements in a streaming social
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network. Then, a high-order scoring component is incorporated to eliminate the

false positives by cross-checking first-order signals and validating the results.

3.3. Computing streaming signals

Computing statistical scores in the high-velocity data streams of social plat-185

forms is challenging. Typically, statistical scoring is applied to the whole or

a sample of data [25]. This luxury is not suitable for rumour detection since

rumours often cause irreversible damage when they are detected too late [2].

To overcome this challenge, we leverage the collision property of Locality-

Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [27] to compute signals. As a reminder, LSH is a hash-190

based indexing technique sacrificing some degrees of collision for speed. Among

many other LSH implementations [28], Signed Random Projections (SRP) [29]

is the most popular algorithm; we used it heavily in this work. However, it is

worth noting that our proposed framework can naturally be adapted with any

feasible alternative classes of the LSH family.195

Our work is pioneering in designing LSH-based anomaly signals for rumour

detection. While the collision cases in LSH are often regarded as ‘bad’ in the

literature, we leverage them to compute anomaly signals incrementally in fast

streaming data. The core idea is that anomaly signals are often significantly

different from normal values. As a result, if a data value has a small probability200

of collision, it is likely to be an anomaly signal.

4. Problem definition

Let us begin with formally defining the problem of anomaly scoring through

multi-modal social graphs. Compared to traditional rumour detection, which

learns a label function of entities (as either a rumour or not), our goal is to205

learn a scoring function of entities that is updated for every arrival of new data.

In other words, we monitor the anomaly signals of social entities and let the

decision-makers decide to report the most anomalous ones. To this end, it is

desirable first to have a unified representation to encode different types of social

entities.210
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Definition 1 (Multi-modal social networks) Multi-modal social networks

(or social graphs) are defined as an undirected graph G = (V,E, ϑ, ε) where

V = {V1∪ ...∪VC}, Vc refers to the set of entity type c, C is the total number of

entity types, E = {E1∪ ...∪EQ}, Eq refers to the set of relation type q, Q is the

total number of relation types, ϑ = {ϑ1...ϑC} is a set of C mapping functions,215

ϑc : V → Rdc defines a dc-dimensional feature vector ϑc(v) for each node v of

type c, ε = {ε1...εQ} is a set of Q mapping functions, εq : E → Rdq defines a

dq-dimensional feature vector εq(e) for each edge e of type q.

Informally, we model a social platform as a multi-modal social graph where

each node is an entity, such as users, tweets, links, and hashtags, and each edge220

represents a relation between entities. We call an entity or a relation as an

element of the social graph. Each element is associated with a feature vector

whose dimension may vary based on its modality. For instance, in Figure 2,

each tweet has only one feature while each user has two features. Besides enti-

ties themselves, the propagation of rumours could be captured by the relations225

between entities.

Definition 2 (First-order anomaly signals) An anomaly graph of a social

graph G = (V,E, ϑ, ε) is defined as an undirected graph A = (V,E, αv, αe) where

αv : V → [0, 1] and αe : E → [0, 1] are mapping functions that assign anomaly

scores to entities and relations, respectively.230

For consistency, our scoring convention is that the larger an anomaly score

is, the more likely it is that it indicates a rumour.

Example 1 In Figure 3, after computing the first-order anomaly scores for each

entity and relation, we have an anomaly graph A = (V,E, αv, αe), where V =

{v1, v2, . . .}, E = {e1, e2, . . .}, αv = {v1 → 0.95, . . .}, αe = {e1 → 0.15, . . .}.235

Definition 3 (High-order anomaly signals) A high-order anomaly graph of

a social graph G = (V,E, ϑ, ε) is defined as H = (S, αs), where each element

S ∈ S is a subgraph (S ⊂ V ∪ E and S is connected) and αs : S → [0, 1] is a

scoring function that evaluates the anomalousness of a subgraph.
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Figure 3: First-order and high-order anomaly signals.

Due to its propagation behaviour, a rumour is often a subgraph consisting240

of entities and relations. An explicit definition of how much anomalous this

subgraph is and how many elements it contains is unknown, so that we rely on

anomaly scoring. That is, the anomaly scores of rumour elements are signifi-

cantly larger than those of non-rumour elements. Our goal is to design a scoring

function:245

Definition 4 (Anomaly scoring) Given a social graph G = (V,E, ϑ, ε), the

problem of anomaly scoring is to retrieve a ranked list R = (R1, . . . , Rk), where

Ri ⊆ V ∪ E, such that the closer Ri is to the top of the list, the larger the

first-order and high-order anomaly scores it has (and thus, the more likely it is

that it is a true rumour).250

Design Principles. Anomaly scoring in streaming social media needs to over-

come the trade-off between the explore and exploit effects [30]. While traditional

anomaly scoring relies on the whole or a sample of data to compute statistical

signals, doing so in streaming social media induces an overhead of recomputa-

tion, which delays the detection of rumours for damage mitigation. Besides this255
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Table 1: Notation summary.

Notation Definition

G multi-modal social graph

A first-order anomaly graph

H high-order anomaly graph

F̂ (vi) first-order anomaly score of vi

Ĥ(S) high-order anomaly score of subgraph S

R a list of rumour structures

trade-off, we argue that a complete solution should also satisfy the following

principles:

(R1) Multi-modal: Anomaly signals can come from many different modalities.

This calls for a unified anomaly scoring model for entities or relations from

different modalities and feature domains.260

(R2) Non-parametric: The detection model should compute anomaly signals

without any expectation about the baseline distribution. As a result,

threshold-based anomaly detection techniques are not applicable since the

characteristics of the data distribution cannot be estimated. This also

requires the solution to be independent of the feature domain and value265

ordering.

(R3) Adaptive to emergent rumours: The scoring model should cover not only

long-term history information for anomaly detection but also adapt quickly

to new short-term rumours, which may not be significantly anomalous

compared to regular data.270

Table 1 summarises the notations that are frequently used in this paper.

5. First-order anomaly scoring

This section implements the first-order anomaly scoring. First, we design

features related to rumours (Section 5.1). Then, we reveal the indexing mecha-
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nism for anomaly signals (Section 5.2) before introducing the online streaming275

local anomaly indexing structure (Section 5.3). Based on this, a final algorithm

for first-order rumour detection is provided (Section 5.4).

5.1. Anomaly features

From our various studies [9], we come up with a list of the most representative

features in Table 2. These features are applicable for various social platforms,280

although their names may be different in a particular platform.

• Post: An abnormal post can be a post with a high number of shares, high

usage of provoking keywords, and biased linguistic style.

• User: We look for anomaly signals such as registration age, status fre-

quency, #friends/followers, and #posts. For example, an abnormal user285

could be the one who registered just a few days ago but has an abnor-

mally high number of posts and friends/followers. It could indicate these

accounts are created to spread rumours and hide true identities.

• Link: By link, we mean the article linked in a post. An abnormal article

may have a high number of mentions and biased linguistic style.290

• Hashtag: Hashtags are also used to spread rumours. An abnormal hashtag

may have a high number of usages and sudden changes in popularity.

• Post-Link: The relation between a post and a link can identify anomaly

signals such as time difference, location difference, and style difference.

Rumours may use inaccurate articles as evidence to support their claims.295

• User-Post: The relation between a user and a post can also contain signals

such as style difference. If a post has a linguistic style different from what

the user normally uses, it may be the case that the user is spreading a

rumour.

• User-Link: An anomaly happens when a user usually posting BBC News300

now suddenly refers to unofficial sources. This can be captured by the

source difference in the relation between a user and a link.

• User-Hashtag: A new hashtag never used before by a user could indicate

an abnormal behaviour. This is captured by the usage difference between
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hashtags the user normally uses and the given hashtag.305

• Link-Hashtag: If a new hashtag is suddenly used excessively in a linked

article, it may indicate that a rumour is emerging.

Table 2: First-order anomaly signals.

Element Feature

E
n
ti

ti
es

Post #shares, keywords, linguistic style

User #friends/followers, #posts, registration age, status frequency

Link #mentions, linguistic style

Hashtag #usages, popularity

R
el

a
ti

o
n

s

Post-Link time difference, location difference, style difference

User-Post style difference

User-Link source difference

User-Hashtag usage difference

Link-Hashtag mention frequency

These features cover different modalities (R1) and boost the confidence of

rumour detection as a whole. However, using them separately may lead to false

positives. Below, we show how to combine these features simultaneously for310

anomaly scoring with high confidence.

5.2. Indexing anomaly signals

Here, we describe a streaming anomaly scoring model for incrementally com-

puting the anomaly score for each incoming data item from the same type of

entity or relation. For simplicity, we use entities from one type (i.e., the post315

type) to demonstrate how the data structure works. However, the same ap-

proach can be applied to other entity and relation types by maintaining each

sketch structure for each data type.

LSH Reminder. LSH is a family of hash functions, which indexes data values

into buckets with some probability of collision [27]. More precisely, we denote320
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H as a family of hash functions that projects data items from Rd to a discrete

set [0,B]. Given an likeliness ratio ω, a distance value r, and probability values

p1 and p2, where p1 > p2, a family of hash functions F = {h : Rd → B} is

considered (r, ωr, p1, p2)-locality sensitive if with every two data items d1, d2 ∈

Rd, it satisfies both of the following conditions:325

1. If ||d1, d2|| ≤ r then p[h(d1) = h(d2)] ≥ p1
2. If ||d1, d2|| ≥ ωr then p[h(d1) = h(d2)] ≤ p2

It is worth noting that the collision could occur when two data items are hashed

into the same bucket, meaning that their hash values are equal (i.e., h(d1) =

h(d2)).330

Anomalies as rare collisions. Take a historical data Dt = {d1, ..., dt} of

a social element over stream, in which each di is a vector of features 1..L.

Anomalies are defined as data which is significantly separated from average data.

In particular, in social data, the reasonable statistics of an anomaly element di

to all other dj ∈ Dt shall deviate significantly from common data elements. In335

an offline setting, there are methods to score the anomalousness by the distance

from di to all other elements dj ∈ Vt with reasonably good statistics [31]. It is

required for a complete scan over the dataset to compute the anomaly score of

every single di (denoted as F̂ (vi)).

Here, we employ the random projections with signed (SRP) [29, 32], which

is a variant of the LSH family based on the cosine similarity distance. We choose

SRP because of its popular and simplicity; however, the algorithm can naturally

be adapted to work with any LSH classes. Given a vector di, SRP utilises an

arbitrary window w with each component randomly sampled from the normal

distribution and solely retains the sign. More precisely, the projection function

is formulated as:

hw(di) = sgn(wT di) (1)

More precisely, the function is a mapping hw(di) : Rn → {0, 1}. The340

study [33] proved that the collision under such hashing satisfies the condition
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below:

p(di, dj) = p[hw(di) = hw(dj)] = 1− λ

π
, (2)

where λ (i.e., the cosine similarity) is computed by:

λ = cos−1

(
di
T dj

||di||2.||dj ||2

)
.

di
T dj

||di||2.||dj ||2
(3)

Meta-hash function. We define a meta-hash functionMl as a combination of

M independent hash functions by sampling M independent windows w. More

precisely,Ml = {hl1, . . . , hlM}. While a single SRP hash function returns a one-

bit output, the meta-hash function yields an M-bit output [{0, 1}]M . Following

this idea, the new collision probability when applying the meta-hash function is

recomputed by this equation:

p(di, dj) = p[hw(di) = hw(dj)] =

(
1− λ

π

)M
(4)

The resulting collision probability decreases dramatically by the power law of

probability, and this behaviour is further demonstrated in the experiment sec-345

tion. This evaluation does not assume any data distribution in advance, thus

satisfying (R2).

5.3. Online indexing of anomaly signals

In the online setting, it is worth noting that the memory usage and update

time are bounded. Thus, we strive for scoring functions that can be efficiently

estimated on the fly. More precisely, any shift in data from Dt to Dt′>t needs

a mechanism to reflect the change immediately. As explained in the earlier

section, scoring functions that favour these properties are formulated as:

F̂ (di) =
1

|Dt|
∑
dj∈Dt

1− p(di, dj)M (5)

where p is the probability of collision and M ≥ 1 is an integer representing

for the number of projections. The intuition behind this is that the data item350

different from others in a data distribution (low collision probability) shall be
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highly anomalous. We will use this observation to detect anomalies efficiently,

and the details of the data structure and algorithm will be presented below.

LSH-based data sketch. Similar to data counting sketches [34, 35], we design

an LSH-based data sketch consisting of L arrays for L different meta-hash func-355

tionsM = {M1, . . . ,ML}, each of which is responsible for indexing the features

of an entity in the social graph. Figure 4 presents the structure of the sketch.

Different from the LSH family for nearest-neighbour search, which requires ex-

tra distance computation of the candidates, our scoring model just retrieves the

counting. The process is extremely efficient, in terms of both memory usage360

and speed.

Figure 4: The data structure of the scoring model.

Example 2 Assume that a user has a streaming data of two features: number of

friends and number of posts, as {10,11,10,11, ..., 1000} and {3,4,4,3, ..., 69}.

The first-order scores for this user at each time step are {0.0, 0.002, 0.003,

0.007,..., 0.981}, respectively. It can be seen that the user has two abnormal365

values (1000 and 69) in the end; thus, his anomaly score at that time is very

high (0.981).
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Algorithm 1: LSH-based Anomaly Scoring (LAS)

Input: Total number of hashing bits M and arrays L

Output: Anomaly score per data element

1 . Initialise streaming data structures:

2 ub← 0

3 lb←MAX NUM

4 Initialise L meta-hash functions M = {M1, ...,ML}

5 for l = 1...L do

6 Al ← [2M ] // 1-dimensional array

7 while di is received do

8 . Update:

9 for l = 1...L do

10 idx =Ml(di) // apply M single hashes

11 Increment Al[idx]

12 . Score:

13 F̂ (di) = 0

14 for l← 1...L do

15 idx =Ml(di)

16 F̂ (di)← F̂ (di) + 1
LAl[idx]

17 Update lb = min(lb, F̂ (di))

18 Update ub = max(ub, F̂ (di))

19 F̂ (di) = 1− F̂ (di)−lb
ub−lb

20 Output: {F̂ (i)}

5.4. Anomaly scoring process

A streaming process of scoring anomaly signals in streaming data is described

in Alg. 1. The algorithm starts with the initialisation of the data structure and370

the necessary variables (lines 2-6). During the processing of streaming data, the

algorithm operates as a two-stage process as follows:
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• Update: Given any observed element, it increments the count of all the

corresponding counters (line 8). Thus, every bit keeps the total number

of collisions occurring at a particular index (Figure 4). The complexity of375

updating when each data item arrives is computed by M×L computations

of single hashing accompanied by L increments.

• Score: Given the updated sketch structure, we want to compute the

score of the current data element (line 16). The overall cost for scoring

is M × L computations accompanied by L lookups, followed by a simple380

average calculation.

In general, the complexity of Alg. 1 is O(2(ML+L)) for each incoming data

element. Although we maintain each sketch for each entity or relation type for

computing the anomaly score, the same size is applied for all sketches. Thus,

the algorithm is estimated based on the same collision probability (as revealed385

in Alg. 1) and yields a unified anomaly score for data elements from different

modalities (R1). In the end, the anomaly score is normalized into [0, 1] (line 19)

to reflect a likelihood (the higher the value, the higher the confidence that the

data is an anomaly).

6. High-order anomaly scoring390

In this section, we first present the structure of a rumour (Section 6.1) be-

fore shifting to high-order anomaly scoring (Section 6.2). We then show how

to extract a high-order rumour structure with a maximum anomaly score (Sec-

tion 6.3).

6.1. Rumour structure395

As demonstrated in Section 3.2, rumours in social networks appear as graph

patterns (i.e., subgraphs) rather than single elements. For a generic represen-

tation, we model a rumour structure as a connected subgraph that contains

anomalous elements. As a result, the scoring function of a rumour structure

should respect the following aspects:400
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• Direct connectivity. The ultimate goal of rumour detection is to report

rumourous entities. However, relations should be incorporated into the

score model, as they provide useful auxiliary information to eliminate

false positives.

• Indirect connectivity. Rumours are spreading ‘farther, faster, and deeper’405

through interactions between entities [2]. We attempt to consolidate as

much information as possible before concluding that rumours are present.

Thus, indirect connectivity should be considered to obtain a maximal

structure. In other words, rumours should include paths as long as possible

but exclude non-rumourous elements.410

Keeping these aspects in mind, we propose the scoring function for a high-

order rumour structure and the algorithm to extract the maximal anomalous

subgraph, as in the next sections.

6.2. High-order anomaly scoring function

Given a subgraph S, we aim to find a scoring function to measure the anoma-415

lousness of S. We use the idea of scan statistics [36], which computes the sta-

tistical significance of a set of probability values:

Ĥ(S) = max
⋃

αmin≤α<1

{φ(α, |Dα(S)|, |D(S)|)} (6)

where αmin ∈ [0, 1) is a pre-defined confidence threshold. For example, if we

want to extract a rumour with 95% confidence, we set αmin = 0.95. D(S) =

{V (S) ∪ E(S)} is the set of elements in S, and Dα(S) = {Vα(S) ∪ Eα(S)} is420

the set of elements {x ∈ D(S) : F̂ (x) ≥ α} with α-confident first-order anomaly

scores. The reason for maximising αmin ≤ α < 1 is that we want to find a sweet

spot in the trade-off between direct connectivity and indirect connectivity.

The nature of rumour spreading is dynamic. Insignificant elements can be-

come significant and vice versa. To maximise the completeness of detection,

‘insignificant’ elements (D(S) \ Dα(S)) connected with ‘significant’ elements

(Dα(S)) should be included to reach the further end of rumour propagation. To
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reflect this, we model the function φ(.) based on Kullback-Leibler divergence,

which is non-parametric (R2). More precisely, the trade-off between |D(S)| and

|Dα(S)| can be modelled as [37]:

φ(α, |Dα(S)|, |D(S)|) = |D(S)| ×KL(
|Dα(S)|
|D(S)|

, α) (7)

where KL(x, y) = x log
(
x
y

)
+ (1− x) log

(
1−x
1−y

)
. As a result, our goal is to

extract large subgraphs (via |D(S)|) with high confidence levels of anomaly (via425

|Dα(S)|/|D(S)|).

Proposition 1 Computing Ĥ(S) can be done by discretising first-order anomaly

scores:

Ĥ(S) = max
⋃

α∈{F̂ (v):v∈S}∪{αmin}

{φ(α, |Dα(S)|, |D(S)|)}

Proof 1 (Sketch) This property is inferred from the fact that Dα(S) is con-

structed by thresholding first-order anomaly scores in D(S). Therefore, iterating

α through distinct values of anomaly scores is sufficient, since the threshold in

between two consecutive anomaly scores does not change Dα(S).430

Example 3 A subgraph S has entities V (S) = {v1, v2} with F̂ (v1) = 0.98,

F̂ (v2) = 0.96 and relations E(S) = {e12} with F̂ (e12) = 0.99. We choose

αmin = 0.95. We have |V (S)| = 3. With α = 0.95, we have |V0.95(S)| = 3 and

φ(0.95, 3, 3) = 3×(1 log(1/0.95)+0 log(0/0.05)) = 0.07. With α = 0.99, we have

φ(0.99, 1, 3) = 3.18. With α = 0.97, φ(0.97, 2, 3) = 0.72. With 95% confidence,435

we can say that the anomaly score of S is Ĥ(S) = max{0.07, 3.18, 0.72} = 3.18.

6.3. Extracting high-order rumour structure

Given a root subgraph (which can be a single element), Alg. 2 attempts

to expand this subgraph to its neighbour. The expansion continues until it

cannot further improve the high-order anomaly score. On the one hand, this440

neighbouring expansion acts as a cross-check between connected anomaly signals

to construct a rumour structure. On the other hand, the returned subgraph is

guaranteed to be maximal.
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Algorithm 2: Extract maximal subgraph

Input: Root subgraph O, anomaly graph A

Output: A maximal subgraph S∗

1 S∗ = ∅; Ĥ∗ = 0; A = {αmin}; S = O

2 for v ∈ sorted(V (A) \ V (O)) do

3 S = S ∪ {v}

4 A = A ∪ {F̂ (v)}

5 for α ∈ A do

6 if φ(α, |Dα(S)|, |D(S)|) > Ĥ∗ then

7 S∗ = S

8 Ĥ∗ = φ(α, |Dα(S)|, |D(S)|)

9 return S∗

More precisely, Alg. 2 takes as input a root subgraph O and a social graph

with first-order anomaly scores A. The returned subgraph is stored in variable445

S, which is initialised by O (line 1). We go through the remaining entities

in the increasing order of their first-anomaly scores as candidates to add into

S (line 3). On the one hand, we want the boundary of the subgraph as en-

tities, since returning a relation without including one of its entities does not

really make sense. On the other hand, adding entities by the increasing order450

of anomaly scores avoids local optima. At the end, the algorithm selects the

maximal subgraph by maximising the high-order anomaly score Ĥ(S) (line 6).

However, there are two limitations of this algorithm. First, the returned sub-

graph is not guaranteed to be fully connected. Second, the number of remaining

entities V (A)\V (O) might be too large, making the iteration as well as the sort-455

ing slow. In the next section, we show that these limitations can be mitigated

in an ‘explore vs exploit’ process.
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7. End-to-end process

Combining first-order (Section 5) and high-order (Section 6) anomaly scoring

processes, we put them all together in a comprehensive end-to-end algorithm for

rumour structure detection. Formally, we aim to detect a top list of maximal

subgraphs that are solutions to the following optimisation:

arg max
S∈S(A)

Ĥ(S) (8)

where S(A) is the set of all connected subgraphs of A.

Proposition 2 Solving Eq. 8 is NP-hard.460

Proof 2 (Sketch) We design a weight function w : D(S) → {0, 1} with two

cases: if F̂ (d) ≥ α then w(d) = 1; otherwise w(d) = 0. Since φ(.) is mono-

tonic with
∑
d∈S w(v) via |Dα(.)|, Eq. 8 is equivalent to the Maximal Weighted

Common Subgraph problem, which is NP-hard [9, 38].

In our streaming setting, the solution to the above problem changes dynam-465

ically. It is wiser to maintain a list of top solutions instead. This point of

view also relaxes the computational expense of the original problem, as a worse

solution can become a better solution later on.

Alg. 3 implements this idea in an end-to-end manner. It runs on top of

an anomaly graph A, a number of hops Z (we take log |V | by default), and470

a coverage threshold K (default = 5). It returns a sorted list of the maximal

subgraphs. First, it loops through entity types to make sure we capture rumours

originated with different types of entities (line 4). Again, it does not make sense

to select relations as spreading seeds. Second, we look through the top-K entities

with the highest first-order anomaly scores (line 5). This avoids missing rumours475

originated from different parts of the social graph. Then, it expands in Z-hop

the seed entities to maximal subgraphs via Alg. 2 (line 9). The trick here is

that we expand the subgraphs incrementally with the next-hop neighbourhood

(line 8), which overcomes the connectivity and computation limitations of Alg. 2.

Specifically, we only need to sort the entities once (line 2). Finally, we include480

these maximal subgraphs as the output (line 12).
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Algorithm 3: Extract most anomalous subgraphs

Input: Anomaly graph A, coverage K, number of hops Z = log(|V |)

Output: A list of subgraphs R with high anomaly

1 R = ∅

2 Sort the entities in A by F̂ score

3 // Loop through entity types

4 for c = 1..|C| do

5 for k = 1..K do

6 O = {vk}, vk is the k-th most anomalous type C

7 for z = 1..Z do

8 A′ = {v ∈ V \O : ∃v′ ∈ O, {v, v′} ∈ E}

9 O′ = Algo2 (A′, O)

10 if O′ \O 6= ∅ then O = O′

11 else break

12 R = R ∪ {O}

13 return R

8. Adaptive process

We further explore how to adapt the process with concept drift (Section 8.1)

and input rate (Section 8.2) to enhance the robustness of the system.

8.1. Adaptive to concept drifts485

First-order concept drifts. Recall that anomaly scoring is based on com-

paring the abnormal values of rumour data against non-rumour data. However,

in a streaming setting, the distribution of data may show concept drift, i.e., be

non-stationary [39]. In other words, abnormal values in the past can become

normal and vice versa. The challenge is that we cannot store all historical data490

to identify concept drifts in a streaming setting.
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To overcome this challenge, we propose a dual data sketch to capture the

change of anomalies over a long period and a short period simultaneously. The

reason behind this is that newly emerging rumours may have different data

distributions than old rumours and thus their anomaly distribution is different.495

This characteristic of rumour has been well-studied in many previous works [40,

2]. More precisely, we maintain two versions of the sketch for each entity or

relation type. Let F̂a be the anomaly score computed throughout the beginning

of the data stream. At the same time, F̂c captures the anomaly score for only

the data elements within the current time window W . It is worth noting that500

the F̂c shall be reset every time we transition to the next time window. At

anytime, we can estimate F̂a and F̂c using Alg. 1. We combine both scores with

the bellow aggregation to be the final score for our anomaly scoring model:

F̂ (vi) = β.F̂c(vi) + (1− β).F̂a(vi) (9)

where β ∈ (0, 1). The final score gives us the chance to focus on emerging topics

by putting a higher β-weight trade-off between long- and short-term indicators505

(R3).

High-order concept drifts. In social networks, the propagation structure of

rumours may change over time, which affects the output (subgraph) of high-

order anomaly scoring. To handle such high-order concept drift, we maintain a

list of potential rumours and continuously update them upon the arrival of new510

data. More precisely, when the graph has a new element, we check which maxi-

mal subgraphs it is connected to. This is efficiently implemented by associating

each element of a maximal subgraph that is output by Alg. 3 to the identifier

of the seed entity. As a result, we can associate a new node with existing ru-

mours via its neighbours. Since the new element can increase or decrease the515

high-order anomaly score, the new induced subgraphs can be rumours or not.

If the anomaly score of the new element is higher than any scores in an

associated rumour, the induced subgraph is definitely a rumour. This is because

the anomaly score of the whole subgraph will increase. Otherwise, when the new
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element’s score is lower than the score of one certain element in the structure,520

the induced subgraph might not be a rumour anymore since its anomaly score

decreases. As a result, we need to re-run the seed expansion step of Alg. 3

(lines 6-11) to detect rumour. This is possible due to the undirected property of

our algorithm, such that the expansion can be done in any direction. Further,

the expansion step consolidates the level of confidence to conclude whether a525

structure is a rumour or not. In other words, only when the expansion takes

place, a structure could be outputted as a rumour or kept in the queue as a

potential rumour.

8.2. Adaptive to different input rates

The different input rates of a data stream could affect the accuracy and530

timeliness of rumour detection [41]. In fact, the first-order and the high-order

strategies for anomaly scoring induce a trade-off. Using only the former may

lead to a disconnected set of rumourous elements. However, an excessively

high-order approach may increase the number of non-rumourous elements. To

mitigate this trade-off, we propose a dynamic alternating procedure based on535

two factors:

• Ratio of non-rumourous elements. If the number of non-rumourous ele-

ments becomes large, the first-order strategy is preferred. When a rumour

is emerging (high data rate), rumourous elements often appear connected

to each other. This is because rumours propagate fast and widely [2]. As540

such, the first-order strategy is favoured in such cases to quickly detect

rumours.

Formally, the ratio of non-rumourous elements in a set of output subgraphs

R is:

δ(R) =
∑
R∈R

|D(R)| − |Dα(R)|
|D(R)|

(10)

• Clustering anti-coefficient. To measure the connectivity of rumourous el-

ements, we use the global clustering anti-coefficient [42]. Unlike the local

clustering anti-coefficient [43], which indicates the connectivity of a single545
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node, the global clustering anti-coefficient reveals the connectivity of the

whole graph structure. This global measure is suitable for our problem

due to the characteristics of rumour propagation (e.i., a rumourous ele-

ment could be spread together with non-rumoumous elements from any

direction rather than from a specific element). When the connectivity is550

too small, the high-order strategy is preferred to preserve the propagation

structure of rumours. When a rumour is not widespread yet (low data

rate), the high-order strategy is favoured since we have time to run more

complex rumour detection.

Formally, the clustering anti-coefficient [42] is defined as:

ε(R) =
∑
R∈R

(
1− 1

|R|
∑
v∈R

#triangles on v

#triples on v

)
(11)

The choice between the two strategies is then defined with a likelihood score:

z = 1− e−(ε(1−h)+δh) (12)

where h is the current input rate of streaming data. This z score balances555

the clustering anti-coefficient ε and the ratio of non-rumourous elements r by

the data rate h. When the data rate h is low, the clustering anti-coefficient

dominates. When the data rate h is high, the ratio of non-rumourous elements

dominates.

Adaptive algorithm. Our complete adaptive process is defined in Alg. 4. It560

returns a list of rumours adapted to the input data rate. As long as we have

new data (line 2), anomaly scoring will continue by the first-order or the high-

order strategy. The two strategies are chosen with the possibility indicated by

the likelihood score z via roulette wheel selection. The next step computes

the ratio of non-rumourous elements, and the clustering anti-coefficient of the565

output is returned by either of the two strategies (line 13 and line 14). Then, we

recompute the likelihood z (line 16) to shift the trade-off with new information.
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Algorithm 4: Adaptive process for different input rates

Input: social graph G

Output: List of rumours R

1 R = ∅; z = 0; A = (VG, EG, ∅, ∅)

2 while new incoming data d of G do

3 Update the current data rate h

4 Update A with d by Alg. 1

5 // Select high-order strategy with probability z

6 if random(0, 1) < z then

7 //Take the top-k rumourous elements

8 R = arg maxS⊆D(A),|S|=k

(∑
d∈S F̂ (d)

)
9 R = R∪ {R}

10 else

11 Run Alg. 3 on A to get the output R

12 R = R∪ R

13 Compute the ratio of non-rumourous elements δ(R) by Eq. 10

14 Compute the clustering anti-coefficient ε(R) by Eq. 11

15 // Calculate the likelihood to alternate between anomaly scoring strategies

16 z = 1− e−(ε(1−h)+δh)

17 return R

8.3. Complexity analysis

Since we model the social platform as a multi-modal social graph, we rely on

graph parameters to evaluate the complexity of the proposed solution. Without570

any loss of generality, we focus on several factors: N = |V |+ |E| as the number

of elements on the social graph; Dmax as the graph maximal degree; the number

of hashing bits M and arrays L from Alg. 1; the number of entity types C, the

coverage K, and the number of hops Z in Alg. 3.

Time complexity. There are two main steps to analysis:575
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• First-order anomaly scoring (Alg. 1): Recall that the first-order anomaly

scoring function consists of two main actions (update and score), each of

which takes ML computations of single hashing followed by L increments.

In other word, it takesO(2L(M+1)) to evaluate an incoming data element.

So, the computations for N elements are O(2NL(M+1)), and this amount580

is doubled to O(4NL(M + 1)) by adopting the dual-sketch.

• High-order anomaly scoring (Alg. 3): For each rumourous candidate, the

algorithm tries to expand to obtain the maximal anomalous subgraph.

Each expansion step could bring Dmax relations associated with another

Dmax entities into consideration. In this way, the computations for Z-585

hops expansion are O(2ZDmax). The algorithm covers K candidates for

each entity type C; thus the total computations are O(2CKZDmax).

Therefore, the overall time complexity is O(4NL(M + 1) + 2CKZDmax).

It is worth nothing that other parameters could be dominated the number of

elements N in the social graph; thus, the overall time complexity is simply590

rewritten as O(N).

Space complexity. There are two main steps to analysis:

• First-order anomaly scoring (Alg. 1): The algorithm only maintains a

constant memory of ML for each sketch. In such a manner, the space

complexity for the dual-sketch is O(2ML).595

• High-order anomaly scoring (Alg. 3): We need to maintain the maximal

elements of O(2CKZDmax) in memory for high-order scoring.

Thus, the framework needs a constant space of O(2(ML+ CKZDmax)).

9. Empirical evaluation

We conduct experiments on top of our rumour benchmarking datasets. We600

first discuss the experimental setting (Section 9.1) and then assess different

aspects of our approach:
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• The end-to-end performance of our framework (Section 9.2)

• The evaluations on first-order rumour detection (Section 9.3)

• The evaluations on high-order rumour detection (Section 9.4)605

• The performance of the ablation tests (Section 9.5)

• The robustness to concept drifts (Section 9.6)

• The performance of the adaptive process framework (Section 9.7)

• The analysis of hyperparameter sensitivity (Section 9.8)

• The discussion and practical guidelines (Section 9.9)610

9.1. Experimental setting

Datasets. We use our published benchmark of rumour data from Twitter and

Snope [9]. It contains 3 million users, 4 million tweets, 305115 linked articles,

and 28893 hashtags, including around 1022 rumours. The data spans several

domains, each of which is a separate dataset:615

• Politics: contains rumours associated with political issues.

• Crime: contains crime-related rumours.

• SciTech: contains rumours that are false technological inventions or sci-

entific myths.

Metrics. We employ a fine-grained level of metrics in our evaluation:620

• The detection coefficient [44]: A balanced metric between the accuracy

and coverage of rumour detection in the context of graph data. We denote

the output of our anomaly scoring problem as R, while the ground-truth

is R∗. Then, the coefficient is the following ratio: |R
∗∩R|

|R∗∪R| .

• The run-time: The total computational time of running the given detec-625

tion algorithm on a social graph.

• The lag time to detection: The delay between the detection of a rumour

and its genesis.

Baselines. Most evaluations of rumour detection [4] focus on classification

metrics (all elements in the social graph need to be classified as a rumour or630

not). However, a rumour may not contain a single element. Additionally, some
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elements can become rumourous after being affected by a rumour over time.

In our setting, the output is a list of subgraphs, each of which reflects the

propagation structure of a rumour. Against this background, we adapt several

baseline methods based on their respective papers.635

• GraphScan: An anomaly-based rumour detection technique [9] for whole

graph data. It scans for subgraphs with high inconsistency signals. We use

its early detection version, which maintains a list of candidate subgraphs

and marks them when they become true rumours.

• Pattern: A subgraph-based anomaly detection technique that matches640

streaming data against rumour patterns [11, 12]. However, a disadvantage

of this technique is that the patterns need to be defined beforehand and

there is a limited number of them.

• o-Classifiers: An ensemble of the decision-tree classifier [45], SVM-based

classifier [46], rank-based classifier [10], and sequential models [7]. We use645

their online versions to be compatible with streaming data.

Hyperparameter setting. If not stated otherwise, the hyperparameters are

chosen as follows: M = 15, L = 50 (the number of projections), β = 0.8 (the

weight for the trade-off between the short- and long-term sketch), the time

window W for the short-term sketch is set to 12 hours, K = 15 (the coverage650

of the most anomalous element). On the other hand, we also study the analysis

of hyperparameter sensitivity in Section 9.8.

Environment. We use an Intel Core i7 system (2.8 GHz, 16GB RAM) to

conduct experiments. If not specified otherwise, all experiments are averaged

over 10 runs and all datasets to avoid randomness.655

9.2. End-to-end process

9.2.1. Efficiency

We evaluate the running time of our approach versus the baselines with

different graph sizes. To this end, we generate random graphs from the original

graph with the Erdos-Renyi model given a pre-defined number of entities.660
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Figure 5: Efficiency vs effectiveness.

Figure 5 depicts the results averaged over all datasets, where the X-axis is

the number of entities and the Y-axis is the running time. In general, we see that

our approach achieves a much higher efficiency (JUDO = 19 min) compared to

the best baseline (GraphScan = 30 min). This improvement originates from the

superiority of the online indexing mechanism of anomaly signals (as proposed665

in Section 5.3). While the Pattern gives a moderate running time, it yields a

much lower detection coefficient (as reported in the section below). o-Classifiers

is the least efficient over all other baselines.

Figure 6: Effectiveness of rumour detection techniques.
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9.2.2. Effectiveness

Figure 6 depicts the detection coefficient of our approach versus the baselines670

over each dataset. The key finding is that our approach outperforms the base-

lines in detecting rumours. For instance, in the Politics dataset, JUDO reaches

a detection coefficient of 0.81 while the best runner-up (GraphScan) only has a

coefficient of 0.78. The same trend is observed in the remaining datasets (Crime

and SciTech).675

9.2.3. Timeliness

Table 3 depicts the timeliness of rumour detection of different methods. The

analysis is performed within 12 h after the genesis of rumours. We measure the

average lag time to detection for all rumours. Overall, we see that our approach

detects at least 8% more rumours and detects them at least six times faster on680

average within the same time frame.

Table 3: Timeliness of rumour detection (within 12h).

Baseline Rumours detected Average lag time (hour[s])

o-Classifiers 65% +2.93

Pattern 70% +1.09

GraphScan 76% +0.67

JUDO 82% +0.12

9.3. Evaluations on first-order anomaly scoring

9.3.1. Correctness of anomaly scores

In this experiment, we assess the efficacy of first-order anomaly scoring. As

we use the first-order scoring to validate the rumour-related tweets, the scoring685

should reflect the ground truth (the lower the score, the more rumourous an

entity). Figure 7 shows a histogram of anomaly scores between non-rumour and

rumour-related elements. The result is averaged over all datasets. The X-axis

represents the discretised value of the first-order normalised anomaly score, and

the Y-axis reveals the frequency. The number of correct rumourous tweets with690
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the score ≥ 0.95 is high. We see that most of the correct non-rumour related

tweets have occurred with an anomaly score of ≤ 0.9.

Figure 7: Correctness of first-order anomaly scoring.

9.4. Evaluations on high-order anomaly scoring

9.4.1. Correctness of anomaly scores

Figure 8: Correctness of high-order anomaly scoring.

We verify our rationale that the high-order anomaly score is correlated with695

the precision of rumour detection. In this experiment, the high-order detection

was executed 100 times per dataset (300 runs in total), and Figure 8 describes

the results. The X-axis represents the precision of the current trial, while the
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Y-axis depicts the normalised high-order score value of all detected subgraphs.

There is a strong positive correlation between both values. Hence, the high-700

order score is indeed a reliable indicator for the detection of rumour structure.

9.4.2. Explore vs exploit effect

Figure 9 compares the correctness of the first-order and high-order scoring

functions. In the first-order function, we consider elements with the score ≥

0.95 as anomalies. Although the strategy is straightforward and yields a high705

precision, the recall is low as evaluating a rumour using such isolated elements is

unreliable. Hence, the first-order technique is an exploitation. In contrast, the

high-order function is an exploration technique because it tries to capture the

propagation structure of the rumour. By doing so, the high-order could yield

higher per-entity false alarms; however, it is necessary to incorporate some non-710

rumourous elements because, e.g., an innocent user could accidentally spread a

rumour.

Figure 9: Correctness of first-order and high-order anomaly scoring.

9.5. Ablation tests

9.5.1. Multi-level vs. single-level approaches

In this experiment, we conduct the ablation test with six different settings,715

which are categorized into two groups. By doing so, we want to verify the

importance of our multi-level approach compared to the feasible alternative
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(e.g., single-level approach). To this end, we measure the running time and

detection coefficient of each setting in each group over the whole social graph,

and the results are depicted in Table 4.720

Table 4: Importance of each model component.

Setting Running time (mins) Detection coeff.

S
in

g
le

-l
ev

el First-order (p-value) 25 0.61

First-order (Midas) 8 0.41

First-order (LSH) 9 0.66

M
u

lt
i-

le
v
el First-order (p-value) + high-order 39 0.81

First-order (Midas) + high-order 21 0.58

First-order (LSH) + high-order 22 0.83

Overall, the results significantly improve (up to 27%) when multi-level ap-

proaches are adopted for rumour detection. The superiority stems from the

cross-checking and false-positive filtering of the high-order component. As the

multi-level techniques are built on top of the single-level approaches, they take

extra time to execute; however, it is a reasonable trade-off to achieve better725

overall performance.

We also assess the efficiency of our LSH-based anomaly indexing in multi-

level settings . Overall, our approach results in the best trade-off between the

performance and running time (0.83 for the detection coefficient in 22 min).

It can be seen that the p-value and high-order approach yields a reasonable730

performance (0.81), with a running time of 39 min. The setting with Midas

produces an unsatisfactory performance, as our high-order approach could not

help much in the case when the first-order detection is at a moderate level.

9.5.2. Effect of first-order scoring function

We further validate the influence of our LSH-based indexing component by735

replacing it with the feasible alternatives. More precisely, two representative

baselines are adopted: p-value (i.e., an anomaly detector that exploits entity-

level statistical significance [9]) and Midas (i.e., anomaly detector Midas [30]).
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The comparison result is also depicted in Table 4. While the p-value detector

gives a comparative coefficient to our LSH-based indexing structure, it takes a740

much longer time to complete (up to x3 times longer). Midas is indeed a little bit

faster than ours; however, the performance drops significantly. The reason for

this is that Midas is designed based on the idea of the counting sketch [47], which

is only able to handle integer features. To use Midas for this comparison, some

features with real values such as linguistic style and popularity are rounded745

before fitting the model. The information loss caused by the pre-processing

step hinders the detecting power of Midas, which leads to the degradation of its

overall performance.

9.5.3. Effect of high-order scoring function

Here, we study the importance of the high-order scoring function by compar-750

ing its performance to the feasible alternatives. The details of the alternatives

are as follows:

• High-order 1: We consider the subgraph S as a set of elements rather than

a high-order struture of rumour. The alternative score H ′(S) is the mean

score of all elements.755

• High-order 2: The scoring function is modified by replacing the trade-

off [37] between |D(S)| and |Dα(S)| by the ratio r = |Dα(S)|/|D(S)|.

This new scoring function becomes parametric; thus a threshold of r is

applied to identify a rumour structure.

Table 5 shows the results. Overall, the high-order scoring function has the760

best detection coefficient. The reason for this is that it successfully discovers

the best trade-off between the direct and indirect connectivity of the rumour

structure. The alternatives run a bit faster due to their simpler calculations.

High-order 1 performs the worst. When considering the subgraph S as a set

of isolated elements, it could not capture the propagation characteristics, which765

is crucial for rumour detection [40]. High-order 2 favours direct connectivity
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between significant elements, thus leading to more false-positives than the trade-

off strategy.

Table 5: Effect of high-order scoring function.

Setting Running time (mins) Detection coeff.

High-order 1 11 0.71

High-order 2 11 0.74

High-order 13 0.83

9.6. Effects of concept drifts

9.6.1. First-order concept drifts770

We evaluate the effect of concept drifts on the first-order detection in Fig-

ure 10. The Y-axis depicts the lag time to detection in hours and the X-axis

represents the amount of data arrival in percentages. It can be observed that

the lag time to the detection of the first-order method with concept drift adap-

tivity decreases when data arrival reaches 40%. In contrast, the first-order tech-775

nique without concept drift adaptivity holds an unchanging delay for the whole

process. This behaviour is expected as the former can capture the change of

anomalies over both long and short periods simultaneously (Section 8.1), while

the latter setting can capture information in the short-term period only (i.e., in

a time window).780

9.6.2. High-order concept drifts

We compare the loss of the true positives of the detection process with and

without using the concept drift adaptivity. In Figure 11, the Y-axis represents

the miss rate of rumour-related elements, and the X-axis reflects the amount of

data that has already arrived. In general, the miss rate is reduced when more785

data is processed. However, the technique with concept drift adaptivity achieves

a miss rate lower than 20% when the data arrival reaches 40%, and the system

remains stable from that point on. In contrast, the no adaptivity version needs

more data (i.e., 80%) to reach a similar level of stability.
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(a) With concept drift adaptivity (b) W/o concept drift adaptivity

Figure 10: Concept drift effect on first-order detection.

(a) With concept drift adaptivity (b) W/o concept drift adaptivity

Figure 11: Concept drift effect on high-order detection.

9.7. Input rate adaptive process790

9.7.1. Comparative analysis for input rate adaptive process

In this section, we assess the performance of the adaptive process with an-

other two feasible alternatives: adapting the input rate to the ratio of non-

rumourous elements only, and adapting the input rate to the clustering anti-

coefficient only. Three settings are conducted with a high input rate. Table 6795

presents the comparative results. Overall, the adaptive process achieves the

best detection coefficient. This result confirms a clear advantage when applying
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the combination of the two strategies. The ratio of non-rumourous elements

strategy yields a moderate performance. Without the cross-checking of the

high-order detector, it might include rumour-like phenomena such as spam and800

hype [48]. When only the clustering anti-coefficient is employed, the process

is inefficient when it continuously checks for a non-rumourous subgraph which

turns out to have a non-rumour structure.

Table 6: Effect of input rate.

Setting Detection coeff.

Ratio of non-rumourous elements 0.78

Clustering anti-coefficient 0.76

Input rate adaptive process 0.82

9.7.2. Effect of input rate adaptive process

Table 7 presents the sensitivity of our approach against different data distri-805

butions (normal and skewed) and input rates (low and high). We see that the

first-order scoring is less sensitive to input rate, but it is sensitive to the data

distribution (i.e., the detection coefficient decreases in skewed data). The high-

order scoring in combination with first-order scoring (as in the normal process)

gives a better performance compared to the first-order scoring only.810

Another finding is that the detection coefficient slightly degrades when the

input rate is high. This is because the high input rate forces the first-order

strategy to be more favoured in most cases for timely detection (Section 8.2). As

a result, the data items are often assessed individually rather than collectively,

making the detection of rumours as subgraphs less accurate. We have also tested815

the case where the high-order strategy is adopted randomly; however, it yields

a poor result due to the trivial approach. Finally, as expected, the adaptive

process gives a good trade-off in all cases.
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Table 7: Detection coefficient against adversarial conditions.

data dist. input rate first-order only normal process adaptive process

normal
low 0.66 0.83 0.84

high 0.65 0.79 0.82

skewed
low 0.63 0.78 0.80

high 0.62 0.77 0.79

9.8. Hyperparameter sensitivity

In this section, the important hyperparameters are evaluated based on the820

sensitivity of the results to these parameters.

Number of projections (M). We experiment to validate the discriminative

power [49] of the local scoring function (Eq. 5). More precisely, for a social

graph, we define abnormal elements as elements related to any rumour and

normal elements as elements related to no rumour.825

Figure 12: Discriminative power of first-order scoring function.

All elements are passed through the scoring function and the average scores

are presented in Figure 12 with different numbers of projections. As we can see

from the results, the score of the abnormal elements is quite near one when the

number of projections increases. However, there is a trade-off. With a small

number of projections, the distinction is large but the score of the abnormal830

entities may not reach a 95% confidence level. M = 15 seems to be a stable
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choice since the difference is recognisable while achieving a high confidence level.

We apply the fixed value L = 50 for all experiments.

β-weight for dual sketch. Figure 13 studies the sensitivity of the β-weight

trade-off between the short-term and long-term sketches. It can be seen that the835

detection coefficient gradually improves when increasing the β-weight. However,

when β is greater than 0.8, it does not increase the performance. In general,

β = 0.8 provides the best trade-off and yields the best detection coefficient in

all three datasets.

Figure 13: Sensitivity of β-weight for dual sketch.

The coverage (K). In this experiment, we study the effect of the coverage (K)840

on the detection performance, and Figure 14 reveals the results. The analysis

did not show significant differences in terms of the detection coefficient when

varying the coverage (K). However, K = 15 brings in the finest result; it is

used in other experiment settings throughout this section.

9.9. Discussions845

Summary of the results. Our system modelled the social platforms using

a social graph representation and monitored rumourous signals from both the

element-level and subgraph-level. We empirically evaluate our approach for

just-in-time rumour detection from different angles. For the single-level setting,

the first-order detection efficiently scans the dataset within 9 min, achieving a850
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Figure 14: Sensitivity of the coverage (K).

detection coefficient of 66%. For the end-to-end setting, with the complement

of the high-order component, the detection coefficient increases to 82% and the

average timeliness of detection is 0.12 h. Also, the efficiency scales linearly with

the graph size, while a constant amount of memory is required.

Practical guidelines. Although our approach has multiple levels and com-855

ponents, our framework is highly decoupled. Other researchers might easily

enhance our study by adapting new methods for each component to achieve

similar goals. Our framework is open to being adapted to new social platforms;

however, one should use hyperparameter tuning to find the best configurations,

which is a common strategy in data mining [50]. Others can also explore more860

types of concept drift and settings of the input rate relevant to their applica-

tions.

10. Conclusion

This paper proposes JUDO, a just-in-time approach for rumour detection

in a streaming social platform, which is run on top of the continuous scoring865

of rumour-related signals. The contributions of this study can be revealed in

terms of both methodological and practical viewpoints.

From the methodological perspective, we go beyond state-of-the-art ap-

proaches, which neglect the early aspect of detection. More precisely, we focus
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on monitoring and preventing rumours from causing worldwide and irreversible870

damage. To this end, we formulate the problem of anomaly scoring for just-in-

time rumour detection, where potential rumours are scored by their abnormal

behaviours and detected when they emerge. Our solution to this problem in-

cludes two levels of anomaly scoring: first-order signals and high-order signals.

The former tracks anomaly signals at the individual level and incrementally875

computes an anomaly score for each element, while the latter finds connected

subgraphs with maximal collective scores that are likely to become rumours.

Our solution is compatible with streaming data and even adaptive to different

streaming conditions such as concept drift and a fluctuating input rate. Exten-

sive experiments on a wide range of real-world datasets show that our approach880

outperforms the baselines with detection at least six times earlier and 8% more

accurate detection within the 12 h time frame.

From a practical perspective, our findings address a real and important prob-

lem in social media, where rumours are spread any time. Just-in-time rumour

detection provides timely precautions to minimize the negative impact of ru-885

mour spreading. In practice, one could extend this study’s results to a web-

based observatory dashboard that helps media and government organizations

to distinguish between legitimate and deceptive content. In addition, other re-

searchers can seamlessly integrate our framework with the rumour resolution

pipeline (i.e., rumour detection, rumour tracking, and veracity classification) [4]890

to encourage more investigations in the community of rumour research.

The limitations of our study could be encountered when a user is only inter-

ested in rumours concerning a specific topic and has a desire to sacrifice other

topics to obtain the performance gain. In future works, we tend to enhance our

framework to perform content-based rumour identification. More precisely, we895

shall employ a topic-based filtering and monitoring tool to explore and aggre-

gate topic information prior to lifting data into the stream setting for rumour

detection.
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